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6 unit 1  listening

Part 3
1  Look at the photos, which all show families getting 

together. Is everybody enjoying themselves? Why 
do you think they are spending time together?

2  Work in pairs. Talk about family celebrations. What 
do you celebrate with your family? How do you 
celebrate? Which celebrations do you like best?

3  1.02  Listen to Emily talking about a family 
celebration. Answer these questions. 

1  What usually happens? Is it usually well organised?
2  Was there a change of plan this year? Did 

everything go well?
3 Did anyone disagree with the plan?

4  1.02  Listen again. What does Emily say about 
her family’s celebration? Choose one answer from 
A–E. Your answers in Exercise 3 will help you.

A It was less well organised than usual.
B There was an unexpected event on the day.
C It lasted longer than usual.
D There was a difference of opinion.
E A change of plan was successful.

The question may test a detail or a large part of what 
you hear. Listen for the general meaning as well as 
checking the details against the questions.

Exam tip

In the exam, you will hear 
each recording twice.

Exam tip

Exam task

The task below is shorter than in the exam. In Listening Part 3 you hear five speakers and 
match them with six possible statements. You have already heard Emily. Now you will 
hear three more people. 

1.03  You will hear three people talking about a family celebration. Choose 
from the list A–E what each speaker says about the celebration.

A It was less well organised than usual.
B There was an unexpected event on the day.
C It lasted longer than usual.
D There was a difference of opinion.
E A change of plan was successful.

Speaker 1 .....
Speaker 2 .....
Speaker 3 .....

A

B

C

lIsteNINg
Family and friends

Family celebrations
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7  use of englisH  unit 1

Part 1

Vocabulary – Words often confused

1   Work in pairs. Complete the 
sentences with the correct word or 
expression. 

1  Here are some fixed expressions with 
at. Check the meaning of each phrase 
in each gap and then choose the 
correct expression.

at all at last at least at once

 A  Most of my friends have  
one computer in their homes.

 B  I got into bed and I was so tired I 
fell asleep  .

 C  I waited for my friend for ages and 
 she arrived.

 D  She didn’t know her grandfather 
 because he never visited.

2  Sometimes you need to look at the 
meaning of the word and also the 
grammar. Choose the correct word for 
each gap.

believes demands depends
expects

 A  Our teacher  us to speak 
English in her lessons. 

 B  Playing chess  a lot of 
concentration.

 C  My granny  on us to get 
all her shopping for her.

 D  My father  in letting me 
make my own decisions.

2  Quickly read the text in the Exam task. 
Answer these questions.

1  What is significant about 21 December 
in the most northern / most southern 
places?

2  What do people celebrate in northern 
countries in the middle of December?

Exam task

In Use of English Part 1 you read a text with 12 gaps and an 
example. The text below has nine gaps and an example. 

For questions 1–9, read the text below and decide which 
answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. There is an example 
at the beginning (0).
.

0 A amount B number C total D size
1 A extremely B highly  C hugely D terribly 
2 A genuine B actual C true D real 
3 A least  B once C last D all
4 A about  B virtually C approximately D quite
5 A expanded B advanced C progressed D developed 
6 A increase  B happen C get D change
7 A depended B demanded C believed D expected
8 A made  B played  C produced D involved
9 A survive  B support  C keep  D maintain 

3   Read the text again and check your answers. Does each one 
fit the meaning?

.
This part of the exam tests mainly 
vocabulary but some questions will 
test grammar too. 

Exam tip

Winter celebrations 
In the countries which are furthest north and south on earth, 
the (0)  of light varies (1)  between winter and summer. 
In the northern hemisphere the shortest day is on or about 21 
December. In (2)  fact, in some places there is no daylight at 
(3)  during the day in the middle of winter. In the southern 
hemisphere it is the opposite, of course, and 21 December is the 
longest day. 

Throughout history, people in (4)  every northern country have
(5)  traditions to celebrate the fact that the days would (6)  
both lighter and longer after the middle of December. From then 
onwards, people would wait impatiently for the return of the sun, 
which they (7)  on. They were hunters so the seasons and the 
weather (8)  a very important part in their lives. Food was in 
short supply in winter months so a whole community would share 
meals during the darkest days. They lit fires and candles and 
sang and danced. Some of the traditions (9)  to this day.

A

use oF eNglIsH
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8  unit 1   sPeaKing  

Part 1
1  1.04  Look at the Speaking Part 1 questions and the 

possible answers in the table below. Listen to George and 
Francesca answering the questions. Note down the extra 
information they add.

Question Answer Extra information

1 Do you do any activities after school?
2 When do you do your homework? 
3 What do you usually do at the weekend? 
4 What are you going to do next weekend? 

diving
after dinner 
friends, grandmother 
friends, cinema, guitar

2  1.04  Complete these sentences from the recording. Listen 
again if you need to.

1 I  to dive.
2  When I  home from school, 

I  TV. 
3 I  the bus to town. 
4 We  to the cinema. 
5 I  my guitar most of the day.
6 I  in a concert next Tuesday.

Grammar – Present and future tenses

3  Work in pairs. Look at the tenses George and Francesca use 
to talk about the present and future.

1 Which tense does George use when he talks about diving?
2 Which tense does he use for the things he does regularly?
3  Francesca uses two different tenses to talk about next 

Saturday. Why?
4  Why does she use a continuous tense to talk about playing the 

guitar on Sunday?
5  Which tense does she use to talk about the concert? Is it 

definitely happening?

4  Look at the sentences in A and B below. Which is correct, 
A or B?
A
I like to relax.
I prefer to do my homework 
 after dinner.
I know I need to practise.

B
I’m liking to relax.
I’m preferring to do my 
 homework after dinner.
I’m knowing I need to practise.

What do you notice about the verbs like, prefer and know? 
Can you think of other verbs which behave in the same way? 

5  Choose the correct answer.

1  Amy, can I change the time that we 
meet / ‘re meeting tomorrow?

2  I want / ‘m wanting to visit you soon. 
3  I normally spend / ‘m normally 

spending most of July at the seaside.
4  Next Saturday we go / ’re going to a 

Greek restaurant.
5   I ’m thinking / think it is a good idea to 

go camping.
6  We will be very tired when we get / ’ll 

get home.
7  Tomorrow I can’t come to school 

because I ’ll go / ’m going to the 
dentist.

8  I’ll do my homework in the morning 
before I ‘ll go / go to school.

9  I write / ’m writing this note to tell you 
that I ’m going to miss / ’m missing 
tomorrow’s class.

10  I’m really happy that you come / ’re 
coming to Italy.

G   See page 78

Exam task
Now work with a partner and ask and 
answer the questions in Exercise 1.

You will get more marks if you add 
some detail. Think about why, when 
and how you do things to expand 
your answers. 

Exam tip

sPeaKINg Friends
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9

Part 2
6  Look at the first two photographs. Which of 

the following adjectives, verbs, nouns and 
expressions could you use to talk about them?

bored  energetic  crowded  

excited  lazy 

chat  concentrate    relax  

countryside  exercise  

in the distance  indoors  outdoors 

a quiet spot  fresh air  in the shade   

7  Think of the advantages of spending your time 
like the people in these two photographs.

8  Look at the script your teacher gives you. Does 
Francesca give the same advantages as you?

Grammar – Comparisons 

9  These sentences make comparisons with different 
adjectives and nouns. Put the words in italics in 
the correct order.

1  The people in the first photo happier / than / seem 
/ much the people in the second photo. 

2  The people in the second photo are indoors, which 
enjoyable / being / as / isn’t / as in the fresh air.

3  They getting / exercise / probably / more / are /. 
4  They than / energetic / are / more the people in the 

first photo.
5  They less / than / will / money / spend going to the 

gym.

10  Look at the other two photos above. Write two or 
three sentences comparing them, using some of 
these words.

expensive far more fun
interesting much less thrilling

G   See page 78

Exam task
Work in pairs. Choose two of the photographs 
each. Take turns to talk about your photographs. 
Time yourselves. Try to talk for about one minute 
each.

The photographs show people spending their 
free time in different ways. Compare the 
photographs and answer this question.
•  What are the advantages for the people of 

spending their time in these ways?

When you have finished, ask your partner this 
question. They should spend about 20 seconds on 
their answer.

•  Which of these things would you prefer to do 
with your friends?

A question you have to answer is printed above the 
photographs in the exam. Make sure you answer 
this question when you are talking.

Exam tip
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10 unit 1  reaDing

Part 1
1  You are going to read an extract from a novel about three girls. Look at the picture 

and answer these questions with a partner.

1 Where are the girls? 
2 Do you think they know each other well? 
3 One of them has some news. Do you think it’s good news or bad news?

2 Read the text very quickly and answer these questions.

1 What news does Sierra give Amy and Vicki? How does she feel about it?
2 How does Amy feel about Sierra’s news? 
3 What do they make plans for? 

Exam task

In Reading Part 1, there are always eight multiple-choice questions about one text. 
The text below is shorter than in the exam and there are only four questions. 

For questions 1–4 on page 11, choose the answer (A, B, C or D) which you think fits 
best according to the text.

 Vicki swept past the tables to the counter. Watching her, Sierra thought 
about the contrast between her two friends. If Amy zigzagged through life 
with her head down, Vicki moved through her days at full speed, with her 
chin to the sky and the wind in her long, silky, brown hair. That zestful 
optimism eventually had linked Sierra and Vicki, even though Sierra 
originally had interpreted Vicki’s bold approach to life as arrogance. 
 The instant Vicki returned to their table, Sierra spilled her news. “Okay, 
are you both ready for my big announcement?”
 “It can’t be that huge if you didn’t tell me at lunch today and made 
me wait until now,” Vicki said, carefully pouring her tea over the glass of 
crushed ice.
 “I wanted to tell you both at the same time.”
 “I appreciate that,” Amy said. 
 “So?” Vicki prompted.
 “Last night my brother called and told me he’s going to Southern California next week. He’s pretty sure he wants to attend 
Rancho Corona University for his master’s degree, but he wanted to check out some colleges before he made a final decision.”
 “That’s your big news?” Vicki asked. Her pretty face took on a teasing grin. “You definitely could have told me that at lunch.”
 “Wait,” Sierra said, her enthusiasm unruffled. “He’s going to drive down there next week, and he asked if I wanted to go with 
him, and my parents said yes!”
 “Good for you,” Vicki said. “Bring back something for each of us.”
 “Didn’t you go to California last year for Easter vacation?” Amy asked.
 “Yes.”
 “And you also flew down there for your friends’ wedding last summer.” Amy turned her lower lip into a friendly pout. “How 
do you expect us to be happy for you again? You keep going on these adventures, and we don’t go anywhere. I’ve never been to 
California – ever – in my life. I’ve only been to Seattle – once.” 
 “I hope you have a good time,” Vicki said cheerfully to Sierra.
 Sierra broke into a wide grin. “You mean you hope we have a good time.”
 “‘We’ meaning you and Wes?” Vicki ventured. “Or ‘we’ meaning the three of us?”
 “All of us!” Sierra spouted. “My brother is driving my parents’ van down, and they said I could invite my friends to go.”
  “When do we leave?” Vicki asked.
 “Wednesday after school,” Sierra said. 
 The three friends bent their heads close. They began to make a plan for their upcoming road trip as the spring sunshine lit 
their little corner of the world. Sierra felt a gleeful rush of anticipation and knew it couldn’t come fast enough for her.

Before you answer the 
questions, always read the 
text quickly to get an idea 
of what it is about. 

Exam tip

text quickly to get an idea 

line
18

readINg
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Before you decide on your answer to each question, read the 
tip above it to help you.

Underline the words in the text which give you the 
answer to question 1.

Find the part of the text where Amy is speaking and 
answer question 3.

1  What do we find out about Sierra’s attitude 
towards her friends in the first paragraph?

 A  She wishes Vicki and Amy were 
more similar to each other.

 B  She feels more positively towards Vicki than 
she once did.

 C  She always knew she and Vicki would be 
friends.

 D  She thinks Amy has a better approach to life 
than Vicki. 

3  How does Amy react to Sierra’s news?

 A  She thinks Sierra isn’t grateful enough for the 
opportunities she has.

 B  She doesn’t understand why Sierra wants to 
go away so much.

 C  She thinks it’s strange that Sierra keeps going 
to the same places.

 D  She feels jealous of the experiences which 
Sierra is able to have.

Some questions ask you about a particular word or an 
expression. Find the answer by reading the part of the 
text before and after it very carefully. Find the answer 
to question 2.

Some questions ask you what a word like it or that 
refers to. The answer may be in a different sentence or 
in the same sentence. Underline plan, road trip, spring 
sunshine and rush of anticipation in the last paragraph. 
Read the whole paragraph and decide which can 
replace it in the last sentence.

2  The writer uses the expression ‘her enthusiasm 
unruffled’ in line 18 to show that Sierra

 A  wasn’t put off by the reaction she received.
 B  felt annoyed that she was being hurried.
 C  felt confused about how she should continue.
 D  didn’t understand why she had to explain.

4 What couldn’t come fast enough?

 A the plan
 B the road trip
 C the spring sunshine
 D the rush of anticipation

Vocabulary – Matching expressions with similar meanings

3  Expressions 1–7 below often appear in multiple-choice 
questions. Read the paragraph and think about what is 
happening. Underline the words which match the expressions 
below. Write the number of the phrase next to the part of the 
text it matches.

Marcus stood and watched as Jake came through the school gate. He realised 
he couldn’t trust Jake and now he wondered why he had always been so keen 
to get his approval. Jake was walking in a way that Marcus had never noticed 
before. He really thought he was better than the rest of them. He was headed 
now towards a couple of boys who were standing near Marcus. Marcus saw 
them look up. He realised Jake was asking one of them to do something. The 
boy looked very unsure and worried – it must have been something that wasn’t 
allowed. The other boy relaxed, glad that it wasn’t him who had been chosen. 
Marcus started to feel rather annoyed about the way Jake behaved. Why should he make that boy 
do something he didn’t want to? Marcus suddenly made up his mind he would tackle Jake. He wasn’t 
going to let him get away with it this time.

1   eager to please 2   was arrogant 3   doubtful about something 
4   seemed relieved 5   irritated 6   decided 7   stand up to

http://www.cambridge.org/9781107603974
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12 unit 1  writing

Part 1: Email
1  Read the Part 1 task below and answer these 

questions.

1 Who is Mrs Jones?
2 What is she planning?
3 Why does she use could?
4  Look at the notes on the right. How many different 

points are there to reply to?

2  With a partner, discuss what you could say for 
each of the points.

You have received this email from Mrs Jones, your English 
teacher. Read the email and the notes you have made. Then 
write an email of 120–150 words to Mrs Jones, using all your 
notes.

3  Work in pairs. Now read the response below and 
answer these questions.  

1  Has Joanna responded to all the points Mrs Jones 
made?  

2 Has she written enough words?

4  Work in pairs. Read Joanna’s answer again and 
underline the phrases she uses to introduce:

A a positive comment B an apology
C an opinion D a suggestion

5  Here are some more phrases. Label them A, B, C 
or D.

1 I’m sorry to say that       
2 We could always     
3 I’m so glad to hear that 
4 For me,  
5 I was pleased to hear your news about     
6 I’d recommend        
7 How / What about ...ing something       
8 I think / believe / feel that   

6  Work in pairs. Write an answer to Mrs Jones, 
using the phrases above. You should write 
120–150 words.

From: Mrs Jones
Sent: 10 June
Subject: end-of-term picnic

As it’s nearly the end of term, I thought it would 
be good to organise a picnic so our class can 
celebrate together.

Why don’t we all bring some food and drink 
and share it? You could cook something or buy 
something at the shop. I’m going to bake some 
small cakes. What would you like to bring?

We could have the picnic in the small park just 
opposite the school, or walk down to the river 
and picnic on the bank. Which do you think 
would be better?

Shall we just sit and chat, or do you have some 
other ideas about what we could do?

Reply soon
Mrs Jones

Great!

Explain

Tell Mrs 
Jones

Suggest …

Dear Mrs Jones

Thanks very much for your email. What an absolutely 
fantastic idea to have a picnic for our class at the end of 
term! We’ve been together for a whole year, so I think it will 
be nice to celebrate that. 

I’m afraid I’m not very good at cooking, but I’m sure I can 
make some sandwiches for everyone. I’ll make some 
different kinds, so everyone can have something they like. 
And I’ll buy a big bottle of orange at the local shop.

In my view, it would definitely be better to have the picnic by 
the river. The weather is sunny and we can go swimming in 
the river if the water is warm enough. There’s a big climbing 
area with trees and ropes we can go to as well.

As for other ideas, why don’t we ask Alex and Sammy to 
bring their guitars and ask them to play some songs for us?                             

Best wishes 
Joanna                        

wrItINg
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7  Work in pairs. Read the email in the Exam task 
and answer these questions.

1 Who is Alex?  How old do you think he is?
2  Will your reply be more or less formal than your 

reply to Mrs Jones? Why? 

8  Look at the prompts on the right of the email. Are 
these statements true or false?

Point 1  You can refuse the invitation to the pool in 
your reply.

Point 2  You can say yes or no to going on the 
waterslides with Alex.

Point 3  You can choose either of the restaurants.
Point 4  You can say that being picked up at 7.00 a.m. 

is not OK.

9  Here are some phrases you might be able to use 
in your answer. Put a cross against any phrases 
which you should not use. 

1 a  Thanks very much. I would absolutely love to 
come to the pool with you!

 b  It sounds great, but unfortunately I won’t be 
able to come to the pool.

 c  That’s awesome, of course I’ll come to the pool 
with you.

2 a  As for the waterslides, I’m scared of heights, so 
I’d prefer not to go on them.

 b  Waterslides – brilliant! I adore going down 
them and we’ll have a great time.

 c  I’ve never been down a waterslide, but why not, 
I’ll give it a go!

3 a  I’d rather go to the burger place, I don’t like 
pizzas so much.

 b  About the restaurant, I like both pizzas and 
burgers, so why don’t you choose?

 c  I really like Chinese food so shall we go to a 
Chinese restaurant?

4 a Thanks, don’t bother though, I’ll meet you there.
 b  Thanks very much, I’d like to go with you 

because we can chat on the way.
 c  Thanks for offering me a lift, it’ll be much better 

than going on the bus!

  Now do the Exam task. Ask your partner to check 
your work before you hand it in. Remember to 
expand some of the points!

10

Exam task

You have received this email from your English friend, Alex. 
Read Alex’s email and the notes on it. Then write an email to 
Alex using all your notes.

Write your email.

W   See page 86

From: Alex
Sent: 12 June
Subject: this weekend

My parents are taking me to a new swimming pool 
this weekend. They’ve said I can take a friend. 
Would you like to come too?         

The swimming pool sounds really cool. There 
are some absolutely enormous waterslides there. 
Will you go down them with me?  

My parents said that they would take us for lunch 
somewhere near the pool. There’s a good burger 
place or a very nice pizza restaurant. Mum and 
Dad said we can choose. Which would you prefer? 

We’ll have to leave about 7.00 a.m., and we could 
come by and pick you up in the car. Is that okay? 

We could drop you back at the end of the day too.

I’m already looking forward to it!    

All the best, 
Alex

Yes …! 

Tell Alex

Explain

Yes, 
because …
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14 unit 2  reaDing

Part 2 
1 Look at the young people in the photos. Work in pairs to answer the questions.

1 What are the teenagers doing? Have you ever done any of these things? 
2 Do you think teenagers enjoy doing dangerous activities more than older people? 

2  You are going to read about a boy called Parker who went to the North Pole. Look at 
the text. What does the title tell you?

3  Quickly read the text to understand what happened and answer the questions. 
Don’t worry about the missing sentences.

a How far was the journey? c What was the weather like?
b Who went with Parker? d What problem did they have?

4 Complete gaps 1–6 with sentences A–F. 

A  Two other teenagers had previously got there on skis but they had had a different 
starting point so had only gone half this distance.

B  Teenager Parker Liautaud recently attempted to become one of them in order to draw 
attention to the effects of global warming.

C They have been known to reach –50°C in this part of the world.
D Parker had complete confidence in him because this would be his seventh trip.
E Doug hadn’t seen anything as bad as that on his previous trips. 
F These can appear faster than a man can walk and can become a real challenge. 

5  Underline these words in the sentences in Exercise 4 and say what each one
refers to in the story.

1 there (A)  3 they (C)   5 that (E) 
2 them (B)  4 him and his (D)  6 these (F) 

Look at the young people in the photos. Work in pairs to answer the questions.

Do you think teenagers enjoy doing dangerous activities more than older people? 

He nearly reached the top of the world
Few people have succeeded in skiing to the North Pole. (1)  To do so, Parker had to cover 180 kilometres 
across snow and ice to reach his destination. (2)  They had been accompanied by their parents but Parker was 
with just a guide called Doug. (3)  During the journey they knew they would be faced with freezing wind and 
low temperatures. (4)  Doug had experience of other problems too, like cracks appearing in the ice. (5)  In 
fact, the gaps in the ice were much larger than they had expected because of global warming. (6)  The gaps 
were just too wide for the two explorers to cross. So they had to give up and Parker travelled the last 15 miles in 
a helicopter, having been defeated by his reason for the trip – global warming.

When you decide which 
sentence goes in each 
gap, make sure they, them 
and these refer back to a 
plural noun and he and 
him to a singular noun. 
Then check the meaning 
fits too. 

Exam tip

A
B

C

2 readINg
exploring the world

Adventure and travel
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Exam task 

In Reading Part 2, there are seven paragraphs and eight 
sentences. The text below has four gaps and five sentences.

You are going to read a text written by a teenager about 
explorers. Four sentences have been removed from the text. 
Choose from the sentences A–E the one which fits each gap 
(1–4). There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.

6  Work in pairs. Which words helped you choose? 
Which sentence doesn’t fit and why? 

Grammar – Past tenses

7  Read this text about Parker Liautaud and put the verb in 
brackets into the correct tense (past simple or past perfect).

G   See page 79

I’ve always wanted to be an explorer. When I was very small 
my favourite book was about adventurers and explorers and 
that’s the one I always asked to have read to me. 1  I 
wanted to go to wild places, I knew I would do things no one 
else had done, like abseil down the highest mountain, or walk 
to the North Pole with only a polar bear for company.

I used to lie in bed and imagine that I was sleeping in a cabin 
in the middle of the Amazon Jungle with bears prowling 
outside, or in a tent in the Sahara Desert with tigers nearby. 
2  There aren’t any bears in the Amazon, or tigers in 

the Sahara. 

I also used to think about the first sea explorers, sailing 
from their homes to the outer edge of the Earth, where 
they thought they might fall off the edge of the Earth, or 
be swallowed up by a sea monster. 3  They needed 
courage and trust to go out into the world. I knew that I 
wanted to be like that – I’d never be able to just sit around 
and accept the world as it is.

So I’m always pushing the limits. I always climb the tallest tree 
rather than the easiest, jump off the cliff into the sea rather 
than walk down, hold my breath underwater for longer than 
anyone else, try to cycle down the steepest hill near our 
house as fast as I can. 4  So I didn’t try that again.

My future as an explorer

A  Of course, at some point I realised that I’d got 
some of those details confused. 

B  They knew they could be killed at any moment 
through their lack of knowledge or poor 
judgement.    

C  I was aware that they were not the only ones who 
had done that.

D  That last attempt ended in disaster, for the only 
thing I achieved was broken bones.

E  Most of it went over my head, but the main theme 
stayed with me.  

Parker Liautaud (1)  (attempt) to reach the North Pole. Two other 
teenagers (2)  (reach) the North Pole previously. They (3)  
(travel) with their parents but Parker (4)  (go) with a guide called 
Doug, who (5)  (be) to the North Pole seven times before. 
Unfortunately, the cracks in the ice (6)  (be) too large for them to 
cross. Doug (7)  (not see) problems like that before on his other trips. 
In the end, they (8)  (fly) the last part of the journey in a helicopter.
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